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Exogenous Parameter Selection in a Real-valued
Genetic Algorithm

Charles E. Kaiser, Jr., Gary B. Lamont, Laurence D. Merkle, George H. Gates, Jr., Ruth Pachter
Abstract | To evaluate the performance of a real-valued ge-

netic algorithm (GA) exploiting domain knowledge, we systematically evaluate the eect of exogenous parameters using analysis of variance. The GA platform used for this
study is Genocop-III, a real-valued, co-evolutionary algorithm implementation for numerical optimization. We use
the protein structure prediction (PSP) problem as our test
domain. Nearly all PSP research assumes the native conformation of a protein corresponds to its global minimum free
energy state. Thus, our application integrates Genocop-III
with our implementation of the CHARMM energy model as
the objective function. Results and conclusions drawn from
an extensive experiment set using the polypeptide Met]Enkephalin are presented from an exogenous parameter selection perspective.
Keywords | Evolutionary Algorithms, Exogenous Parameter
Selection, Polypeptide Structure Prediction, Protein Folding, Real-Valued Genetic Algorithms
I. Introduction

Genetic algorithms, a class of stochastic search and optimization algorithms loosely based on natural evolution and
Darwin's theory of \survival of the ttest", are amply described in the literature (e.g. Holland 9], Goldberg 8],
Back 1], Michalewicz 18]). Although most research has
focused primarily on binary-coded GAs, a growing number of practitioners and theorists are examining the performance of real-valued GAs, especially for numerical optimization problems 1], 18]. Unfortunately, implementations of these real-valued GAs have been used on very few
test suites or application domains, and most have many
more execution parameters than their simpler, binaryvalued cousins. We have integrated a real-valued genetic
algorithm package, Genocop-III, with our own polypeptide
energy model objective function to identify, at a coarse
granularity, which exogenous parameters have the greatest
impact on the search algorithm's performance (eectiveness and eciency).
We use our CHARMM polypeptide energy model as the
GA's objective function to attempt to identify the native,
minimum energy conformation of a small pentapeptide,
Met]-Enkephalin. Given only the amino acid sequence for
an arbitrary protein, the prediction of it's native conformation (i.e. molecular structure) is beyond current computational capabilities. This problem is commonly referred

to as the protein structure prediction (PSP) problem and
it's solution has numerous potential applications 3]. More
precisely, the PSP problem is a subproblem of the protein folding problem (PFP). The PFP is also concerned
with the path by which proteins fold to their native conformation(s). Solutions to PSP nearly always assume the
native conformation corresponds to the global minimum
free energy state of the system. Exploiting this assumption requires the development of ecient global energy
minimization techniques. This is a dicult optimization
problem because of the non-linear and multi-modal nature of the energy function. For example, Met]-Enkephalin
is estimated to have more than 1011 locally optimal conformations. For detailed insight into the protein folding problem and protein structure prediction consult 4],
15], 20], 21], 25]. The polypeptide energy models to
which GAs have been applied vary from lattice representations 5], 24] to simplied continuum proteins 22], xed
backbones 23], polypeptide-specic full-atom models, and
general full-atom models 7], 17], 14].
We have transformed a genetic algorithm platform into a
stronger search algorithm by incorporating \natural" realvalued data structures that capture problem specic domain knowledge. Although this limits the algorithm to the
specic problem, it enhances its eectiveness in predicting polypeptide structures. To evaluate the Genocop-III
GA platform, we suggest and perform a number of PSP
experiments that explore the impact of exogenous search
parameters.
II. Background

This section discusses the three components of our integrated optimization algorithm. First, we elaborate the
crucial Genocop-III parameters that are evaluated in IIA. Then, an overview of our CHARMM energy function is
presented in II-B. Finally, the domain knowledge that we
added to the algorithm is highlighted in II-C.
A. Genocop-III Parameters

The input parameters for Genocop-III are divided into four
categories: static, domain constraints 1 , linear constraints,
and operator probability distributions. Additionally, the
static constraints and operator probability distributions are
related to both the algorithm domain and the application
domain, while the domain and linear constraints are characteristics of the application domain only. Then there is the
class of parameters we call exogenous. These are the static
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parameters and operator probabilities that are strictly in
the algorithm domain. A clear grasp of exogenous parameters can be had when it is understood that if non-exogenous
parameters are changed, a new problem is solved, but if
exogenous parameters are changed, the performance of the
algorithm will change, but the same problem is solved. It
is the eects of these exogenous parameters that we wish
to evaluate.
The static input parameters for Genocop-III are presented
in Table I. Only those below the double line are exogenous
parameters. Descriptions of these parameters can be found
in 19]. The table also shows the value(s) used for each
parameter during the test runs.
TABLE I

Static Input Parameters

Description
Values
Total number of variables
24
Number of nonlinear
equality constraints
0
Number of nonlinear
inequality constraints
18
Number of linear
inequality constraints
0
Number of variable constraints
24
Number of operators
10
Number of total evaluations
50,000
Init method for reference
population
multiple
Init method for search
population
multiple
Objective function type
min
Test case number
15
EPSILON for equalities
0.001
Random number seed 1
0 - 31328
Random number seed 2
0 - 30081
Operator frequency control
adaptive
Size of reference population
20, 50
Size of search population
20, 50, 70
Period of evaluation of
reference population
50, 100, 150
Number of ospring for
each ref population eval
10, 20, 30
Selection of ref point to
repair search point
random, ordered
Selection of repair method for
search population
random, deterministic
Prob. of replacement for
search population
0.05, 0.2, 0.5
The operator probability distribution is a sequence of real
numbers indicating the relative frequency for each operator. If operator frequency control is xed, these numbers
are normalized by the algorithm. However, if operator frequency control is adaptive, operators with nonzero values
are assigned a starting relative frequency midway between
the upper and lower bounds. Those with a zero value are

assigned a relative frequency of zero. To minimize the combinatoric number of experiments, adaptive operator frequency control is used.
B. CHARMM Energy Model

This section discusses the objective function used in our
energy minimization application and the real-valued encoding scheme. The objective function we seek to minimize is based on the CHARMM 2] force eld energy model
which is more general than other available energy models
including AMBER and ECEPP/2 which we have employed
elsewhere 16].
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Where
 B is the set of bonded atom pairs,
 A is the set of atom triples dening bond angles,
 D is the set of atom 4-tuples dening dihedral angles,
 N is the set of non-bonded atom pairs,
 N 0 is the set of position 1-4 interaction pairs,
 rij is the distance between atoms i and j,
 ijk is the angle formed by atoms i j and k,
 ijkl is the dihedral angle formed by atoms i j k and l,
 qi is the partial atomic charges of atom i,
 the Kr 's, req 's, K 's, eq 's, K 's, ijkl 's, Aij 's,
Bij 's, and " are empirically determined constants (taken
from the QUANTA parameter les).
The ve terms represent the energy due to bond stretching, bond angle deformation, dihedral angle deformation,
non-bonded interactions, and 1-4 interactions, respectively.
The bond lengths and bond angles are relatively rigid compared to the dihedral angles which account for the overall
exibility of most molecular systems. Thus, in general,
bond lengths and bond angles are treated as xed and their
energy contributions are a constant. Although a set of independent dihedral angles are the only free variables in the
system given the above assumptions, the energy contribution of the dihedral term is typically insignicant compared
to the magnitude of the non-bonded energy terms. In the
CHARMM energy model, these terms, 4 and 5, are approximated using the Lennard-Jones potential and an electrostatic term. The Lennard-Jones potential includes both
an attractive and a repulsive component to simulate the
ij

ijk

ijkl
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TABLE II
Vanderwal's forces in the system. The electrostatic term
Tight
constraints
for Met]-enkephalin
treats all pairs of atoms as point charges and includes a
small dielectric constant.
Dihedral
Midpoint Radius
The molecule used for this case study is the pentapeptide
Non;glycine
-120
60
Met]-enkephalin. This small molecule is chosen because

130
70
Glycine
it has been used as a test problem for many other energy
"
150
140
minimization investigations, and its minimum energy con#
180
12.5
formation is known (with respect to the ECEPP/2, and
;
60
j
60
j
180
7.5
1
ECEPP/3 energy models). Met]-enkephalin has 75 atoms
and 24 independent dihedral angles. In our real-valued representation each GA individual is a vector of real variables, population evaluation. The overall combinatoric analysis
~x = (x1  : : : xn) 2 IRnintherange-  xi  .
results in a total of 540 dierent experiments.

C. Domain Knowledge and Constraint Development
While no general algorithmic solutions to the protein folding problem exist today (in spite of more than 30 years ef-

fort) a considerable body of knowledge has been amassed.
A few examples are:
 ! angles typically assume either a cis or trans orientation!
i.e., a unique isomerization conformation for each residue
(0 180) 20]
 1 angles are usually -60, 60, 180 degrees  some deviation. One can also use data from rotamer libraries! i.e.,
libraries of known side-chain structures
 Certain values for and angle pair are frequently or
rarely observed. These constraints can be visualized with
Ramachandran plots 21]
Assuming bond lengths and bond angles are held constant,
the search space for the xed geometry model is ; ]n
where n in the number of independent dihedral angles.
Knowledge about the problem space can be used to constrain this search space. Most constraints can be expressed
as nonlinear inequalities in one of the following generalized
forms developed previously 13]:
0  cos( ; min +2 max ) ; cos( min ;2 max ) (2)

TABLE III

Experiment Values

Parameter (Short Name)
Reference Population Size
(Ref Pop)
20 50
Search Population Size
(Search Pop)
20 50 70
Periodicity of Reference Population
Evaluation (Periodicity)
50 100 150
Ospring per Reference Population
Evaluation (Osprings)
10 20 30
Probability of Replacement for
Search Population (Probability)
0.05 0.20 0.50
Selection of Reference Point for
Repair (Ref Point)
0
1
Repair Method (Repair)
0
1
0  random, 1  deternimistic or ordered
The preliminary experimental results are subjected to the
twelve hypothesis tests detailed in Table V to determine
which, if any, of the factors are signicant sources of variation.
TABLE IV

Hypothesis Tests

0  cos(3 ; min +2 max ) ; cos( min ;2 max ) (3) Test Number H0 Not Signicant H1 Signicant
1
Ref Pop
Inequality 2 denes the constraints for the backbone di2
Search Pop
hedral angles, f   !g and inequality 3 denes the con3
Periodicity
straints for the rst sidechain dihedral angle, f 1g.
4
Osprings
For purposes of algorithm development, our constraint sets
5
Probability
are adequate. An initial loose constraint set for Met]6
Ref Point
enkephalin was developed from Ramachandran plots of ob7
Repair
served values for and angles in the residues alanine and
8
Ref Pop x Search Pop
glycine 4]. Of the twenty naturally occurring amino acids,
9
Ref Pop x Repair
only proline and glycine have unique ; distributions.
10
Ref Point vs Repair
The other residues are similar to alanine. The tight con11
Osprings x Ref Pop
straints used in this set of experiments (Table II) consider
12
Probability x Repair
the previous discussed relationships and infer additional
insights from homologous molecules.
The experiment set consist of a full factorial design using
III. Methodology
treatment levels shown in Table III. Some combinations
are not practical, such as generating more than the refer- The performance of a real-valued GA is dependent on
ence population size number of ospring during a reference choosing appropriate execution parameters. The objective
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TABLE VI
of this experiment set is the preliminary characterization
Summary
Data
of the eects of exogenous parameters on the performance
of Genocop-III applied to the PSP problem.
# Parameter Value
Avg
Std
Michalewicz has published results using earlier variants of
Fitness Dev
Genocop 10]. Frequently reported parameters include 70
Overall
-24.607 1.99
for search population size, 0.20 for probability of search
1 Ref Pop
20
-24.29 2.01
population replacement, and 28 ospring per generation.
50
-24.65 1.96
Most experiments were run for 5,000 iterations in order to
2 Search Pop 20
-24.46 1.94
observe convergence. Given that Genocop is a steady state
50
-24.49 1.97
GA, it wasn't clear whether iteration meant evaluations or
70
-24.57 2.06
generations. Personal communications with a co-creator of
3 Periodicity 50
-24.72 1.97
Genocop-III, Girish Nazhiyath, validated that an iteration
100
-24.36 2.07
is approximately equal to a generation. Therefore, 5,000
150
-24.44 1.90
iterations equates to 350,000 function evaluations with a
population size of 70. Our previous experiments had pro4 Ospring 10
-24.43 1.90
duced good results with 20,000 to 40,000 function evalu20
-24.44 2.03
ations, therefore, 50,000 evaluations were used in this ex30
-24.79 2.06
periment set.
5 Probability 0.05
-23.80 1.73
It is highly likely the eects of the static parameters and
0.2
-24.78 1.92
the operator probability distribution are cross-linked. In an
0.5
-24.95 2.10
attempt to decouple them, the static parameters are tested
6 Ref Point random
-24.42 2.04
while the operator frequency control is set to adaptive. This
ordered
-24.60 1.93
allow the frequency of the operators to oat in response to
the needs of the algorithm. After the other parameters
7 Repair
random
-25.21 1.87
have been analyzed, specic operator frequencies can be
deterministic -23.81 1.84
studied.
Fitness is in kcal/mol
The experimental results are subjected to the twelve hypothesis tests detailed in Table V to determine which, if
On the average, lower energies are found in experiments
any, of the factors are signicant sources of variation.
with a reference population size of 50. The average runTABLE V
time is greater with the reference population size of 50,
Hypothesis Tests
which was expected due to the sorting time of the larger
population2. The reference population size parameter is
Test Number H0 Not Signicant or H1 Signicant
signicant at the 95% condence level but not at higher
1
Reference Pop Size
condence levels. Test 5 considers the probability (Prob2
Search Pop Size
ability) that a repaired candidate solution will replace its
3
Period of Ref Pop Eval
parent in the search population. Of all factors, this is the
4
Ospring per Ref Pop Eval
second most signicant. Test 7 considers the method (Re5
Prob. of Search Pop Replacement
pair) used to repair the candidate solution from the search
6
Selection of Ref Point for Repair
population. Repair is attempted by generating a linear
7
Repair Method
combination of the candidate solution and the reference
8
1x2
point with a value . The repair method parameter con9
1x7
trols how  is determined, either randomly generate values
10
6x7
0:0 1:0] for  (Random), or repeatedly generate a bisec11
4x1
tion,  = 2;i 1  i  20, until a fully feasible candidate
12
5x7
is generated (Deterministic). This parameter is the most
signicant source of variance, with the random option producing the best results.
IV. Results
Test 2 considers the search population size (Search Pop)
Summarized data is presented in Table VI. Analysis of which is not signicant at the 95% condence level. Test
variance ( ANOVA) results are presented in Table VII for 3 considers the periodicity (Periodicity) of the reference
That is, the reference population
= 0:05, the source of variation being tested for signicant population evaluation.
3 every time this many evaluations have been
is
evaluated
at the level. The parameters for the experiments yielding
the 5 lowest energies are shown in Table VIII. The plot of 2 Hypothesis testing was not done on run times because system loadthe current best trajectory of these 5 experiments are shown ing in the multi-user environment could not be controlled. They are
provided for reference only. However, the large number of experin Figure 1.
tends to dampen out cases were the platform was heavily
The single factor analysis is presented rst. Test 1 con- iments
loaded. Thus, the data are insightful.
siders the reference population size (Ref Pop) parameter. 3 This nomenclature is from the Genocop documentation. It would
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performed, regardless of which population those evaluations were performed on. Within the parameters of this
experiment set, this input parameter is not signicant. Test
4 considers the number of ospring (Ospring) to be generated for the reference population every time the reference
population is evaluated. Remember that members of the
reference population must be fully feasible, thus there may
be no new chromosomes added to the reference population.
Like the periodicity, this parameter by itself, is statistically
insignicant. Test 6 considers the method (Ref Point) used
to select the point, or individual, in the reference population that is used to repair an infeasible candidate solution
from the search population. The options are to either select an individual based on a randomly generated number
0:0 1:0) (Random), or use the probability distribution of
the reference population (Ordered). This parameter is not
a signicant source of variation either.
TABLE VII

Analysis of Variance Table,

Variation
Ref Pop
Search Pop
Periodicity
Ospring
Prob
Ref Point
Repair
Ref Pop x
Search Pop
Ref Pop x
Repair
Ref Point
x Repair
Ospring
x Prob
Prob
x Repair
Error
Total

SS
16.28
1.21
13.09
10.98
137.72
4.41
262.54

= 0:05

DOF MS
1
16.28
2
0.61
2
6.55
2
5.49
2
68.86
1
4.41
1 262.54

F0
5.02
0.19
2.05
1.72
21.58
1.38
82.27

3.92
3.07
3.07
3.07
3.07
3.92
3.90

1.78

2

0.89

0.28 3.07

15.01

1

15.01

4.70 3.92

0.52

1

0.52

0.16 3.92

6.04

4

1.51

0.47 2.45

2
518
539

1.97
3.19

0.62 3.07

3.93
1653.01
2126.52

the search population and the choice of repair method (Repair). Individually, the rst factor was not signicant while
the second was extremely signicant. Their interaction
is an insignicant source of variation. Test 11 considers
the number of ospring generated (Ospring) generated
per reference population evaluations and the probability
(Probability) that a repaired candidate solution will replace
its parent in the search population. Individually, the rst
factor was not signicant while the second was extremely
signicant. The interaction between these two factors is
also insignicant. Test 12 considers the probability of replacement (Probability) and the choice of repair method
(Repair). Individually, both of these factors are extremely
signicant. Surprisingly, the interaction between the two
factors is insignicant.
The analysis of variance test results as re ected in Table
VII support the above analysis. Refering to the Table, SS
refers to the sum of the squares - test variance, DOF refers
to degrees of freedom associated with test, MS refers to
mean square and is normally equal to the SS divided by
the DOF, f0 is the MS of the test divided by the MS of
the error and thus is the threshold value for determining
if the hypothesis is signicant or is not signicant. If f0 is
relatively low, then the associated hypothesis is not signiant. Thus, Table VII indicates that tests 5 and 7 re ect
signicant hypotheses. The Kruskal-Wallis H test was used
throughout as a means of verifying ANOVA results 13].
Michalewicz reports best results using 0:20 probability of
replacement with Genocop-III for nonlinear optimization
problems 19]. Of the three values tested, f0:05 0:20:5g,
our best results are with 0:5 on average. Granted, we are
discussing two dierent problems. Furthermore, these results are only applicable to the specic experiments run.
Additional study is needed to fully characterize this parameter. Table VIII shows the parameters and results for the 5
best experiments. The experimental trajectories are shown
in Figure 1. Notice the path of the best result, # 95, has
the steepest initial decent, then continues to make modest
gains.
TABLE VIII

Now we consider selected second order interactions. Test 8
5 Best Results from Input Parameter Analysis
considers the interaction between the size of the reference
95
282 285 348 492
(Ref Pop) and search populations (Search Pop). Individually, the reference size is signicant, but not the search Ref Pop
20
50
50 50
50
size. As a source variation, the interaction between these Search
50
20
20 50
70
two factors is insignicant. Test 9 considers the interac- Period
50
100 100 50 100
tion between the reference population size (Ref Pop) and Ospring
20
30
30 20
20
the choice of repair method (Repair). Individually, both Prob
0.5
0.2
0.5 0.5 0.5
of these factors are signicant, with the choice of repair Ref Pnt
1
0
0
1
1
method highly signicant. Their interaction is also signif- Repair
0
1
0
1
1
icant, but only at the = 0:05 level. Test 10 considers Fitness
-31.98 -31.25 -31.1 -30. -29.94
the interaction between the method (Ref Point) used to Run Time 4.56 5.28 3.59 5.11 4.72
select the point, or individual, in the reference population 0  Random 1  Ordered or Derministic, Run Time is
that is used to repair a infeasible candidate solution from in hours
be more accurate to say the reference population is operated upon.
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Fig. 1. Trajectory Plot, 5 Best Phase I Experiments
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V. Conclusions

The GA community has limited experience with domain
specic evolutionary algorithms, such as those based on
Genocop-III. We feel these results shed signicant insight
into our specic problem domain for selection of exogenous
parameters and provide a starting point for more in-depth
studies of parameter selection for real-valued GAs.
While analysis of this experiment set provides insight into
exogenous parameters, judgement is limited. Stronger conclusions can be made for parameters with binary values,
(Ref Point and Repair) than for others whose values are
heuristically selected. In particular, the optimization eectiveness seems to be directly in uenced by the practioners
choice of reference population size, search population replacement probability, and the choice of repair method.
Our optimization results using a real-valued GA are
promising. They improve when domain constraints are exploited. The domain constraints we've used are of low delity. An experienced biochemist could certainly develop
more precise sets that may (or may not) help convergence.
This work provides a small base of knowledge from which
to build a more complete investigation of exogenous parameter selection for real-valued GAs. We are also investigating the addition of local minimization to Genocop-III
as another operator 11]. Finally, we are developing a parallel version that exploits island model GAs with dierent
constraints on each island and farming models to increase
eciency 12].
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